WHAT'S ON

PRE FESTIVAL EVENTS
22 June & 26 June at 4pm: Choral Evensong on BBC Radio 3
23 June at 7.30pm: Strings Concert in TSR
26 June at 4pm & 7pm: Musician Of The Year in TSR

MONDAY 27 JUNE
6pm: United Strings Of Europe 			
7pm: 7 Seventeen-Year-Olds In A Screwed-Up World
7pm: Middle School Scholars’ Showcase 		
8pm: Comedy At The Festival: Phil Wang 		
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TUESDAY 28 JUNE
4.45pm: Einstein: Creative Genius 			
see page 23
4.45pm & 6pm: 7 Seventeen-Year-Olds In
A Screwed-Up World 				
see page 14
4.45pm & 6pm: PREPPERS 			
see page 16
4.45pm: Strings Chamber Music Concert, Memorial Chapel
6pm: Craig Ogden Classical Guitar Recital 		
see page 14
6pm & 8pm Student Rock and Pop Concert 		
see page 21
8pm: Folk At The Festival: Josh Okeefe 		
see page 15
9.30pm: Nosferatu with live organ accompaniment
see page 13

WEDNESDAY 29 JUNE
1.30pm: Concerto Concert 				
4.45pm: Monologue Slam 				
4.45pm: Dance showcase featuring Motionhouse
6pm: Horrible Histories Live: Terrible Tudors 		
6pm: Percussion Concert 				
6pm: Dog/Actor 					
8pm: Spontaneous Potter: The Unofficial
Improvised Parody 				
8pm: The Noise Next Door 				
8pm: The Menopause Revolution 			
9.30pm: Twilight Choir Concert 			
Various times: VAMOS Walkabout Theatre 		
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THURSDAY 30 JUNE
1.15pm: Michael Rosen Poetry Recital 		
2.30pm: The Big Sing 				
4.30pm: Wind Chamber Music Concert 		
4.30pm: Strings Chamber Music Concert 		
4.30pm: West End To Broadway 			
6pm: Michael Rosen & ESO: Peter And The Wolf
8pm: ABBA Revival: The Tribute 			

A WARM WELCOME
TIM COKER, FESTIVAL DIRECTOR
It’s almost getting old now, saying
how great it is to be back after
Covid, isn’t it? But here at the
Festival on The Close (or perhaps I
should say Festival near The Close
this year as we relocate while
Rugby School’s famous turf is being
re-laid) we really are excited to
be back. Back live and in-person
after a 3-year absence. Back with
more incredible opportunities for
young people to engage in handson practical workshops in a huge
range of creative ARTS and STEM
disciplines. Back with another
fantastic line-up of world-class music,
theatre, comedy and more, right here
in Rugby. Back raising much-needed
funds for Cancer Research UK’s lifesaving work.

Creativity is part of all our lives
and something we need to fight
for, so let’s make some sparks fly.
Now, you’re reading this because you’re back here with us, of course with
this actual programme in your hands – back at a real-life festival. You’re
here because you value that unique buzz of live comedy, music, theatre,
dance and more. You get it, you get that all of this is important. You will
probably also appreciate that the future of the arts in this country is in
danger because it is disappearing from the educational landscape, not
down to Covid this time but from Government cuts and policies which
devalue the arts in eduction at all levels. You may, I hope, agree with me
that this crisis demands defiant action from schools, communities and
arts organisations to safeguard the future of our creative industries, not
just for the privileged few but for all. When you see numbers of young
people taking creative options at GCSE falling year-on-year, and university
and conservatoire departments of music and creative arts close, you
are probably asking the same questions that we are: where are the next
generation of musicians, actors, comedians going to come from? And it’s
not just the theatre, festival and concert hall artists we are talking about.
Where are the Netflix creatives, writers, actors, directors, composers, set
designers, colourists, camera operators, editors, animators, prop designers,
lighting designers, riggers, recording mixers, producers and many others
going to find that spark that leads them to a career in this industry?
We are all consumers of art and culture after all, and whether it’s live
entertainment like this or on-demand 24hr armchair entertainment in the
comfort of our own homes, it’s all part of the same creative eco-system.
Creativity is part of all our lives and something we need to fight for, so let’s
make some sparks fly.

RICHARD TANNER, FESTIVAL DIRECTOR
It’s so good to return to a full celebration of music
at this year’s Festival on the Close! You will find
plenty to delight and inspire this year.
It gives me great pleasure to welcome English
Symphony Orchestra to the Festival for the first
time. They will perform Prokofiev’s popular Peter
and the Wolf, narrated by Michael Rosen.
Musicians that are also appearing at the Festival
include United Strings of Europe, Craig Ogden - one
of the UK’s most recorded guitarists, the renowned
organist Richard Hills who will improvise a soundtrack to the original Dracula film, Nosferatu, Folk at
the Festival with Josh Keefe and ABBA Revival: The
Tribute to conclude our celebrations.
It’s good to welcome back the team from Voces8 to
lead our annual Big Sing for local primary schools
and, as always, there’s a range of musical workshops
on offer from Samba Percussion to Gamelan.

There really is
something for every
taste from our talented
students!
As ever, you can enjoy watching fabulous
performances from our students which this year
include strings chamber music by Shostakovich
and Brahms as well as music for wind ensembles,
percussion and a selection of popular solo concerto
movements. The Twilight Choral Concert will include
repertoire from William Byrd to Rachmaninov and
the Spice Girls! Other performances incorporate a
variety of musical theatre, a cappella and rock and
pop music. There really is something for every taste
from our talented students!
I look forward to welcoming you to The Festival on
The Close!

And whether it’s laughing along to Horrible Histories Live or learning to
create a podcast with former BBC presenter Angela Lamont, learning
Bollywood Dance moves or meeting an AI robot, one thing is for certain at
the Festival on The Close - there will be sparks.
So thank you for coming to our festival, for supporting Cancer Research
UK in raising vital funds for their life-saving work and for supporting the
next generation in their creative journey.
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WELCOME TO THE
FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE

WITH THANKS
OUR HONORARY
PATRON DAME
JUDI DENCH
“I am pleased to support The
Festival On The Close, and
delighted to see the return of this
vital vehicle for engaging young
people in the arts. I firmly believe
that the arts can transform lives
and know how important it is for
young people to have access to
creative opportunities, such as
those made available to them at
this inspirational festival. I wish the
festival and its attendees every
success.”
PHOTO © ROBERT WILSON

PARTNERS

A MESSAGE FROM

The Festival On The Close would not have been possible without the
kind support of our principal partners and sponsors, Tandem Property
Asset Management.

CHARITABLE PARTNERS
The Festival On The Close is proud to raise vital
funds to support Cancer Research UK.

PATRONS
The Festival On The Close is fortunate to be championed
by four supportive patrons:
Dame Judi Dench
John Agard
Anthony Horowitz
Prof. Jonathan Freeman-Attwood
Dame Judi Dench, Patron
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ABOUT THE
FESTIVAL

ABOUT THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE
Performance
Performance is central to The Festival On The Close. Students are given the opportunity to perform alongside world-class
artists, such as Motionhouse Dance and English Symphony Orchestra, as well as take the lead in a diverse range of student
performances. The Festival On The Close brings world-class performance to Rugby’s doorstep, with an eclectic line-up
of professional live performances. This year’s festival kicks off with a night of comedy from Netflix sensation Phil Wang in
our specially-built outdoor performance arena. Other main stage shows include family favourites Horrible Histories Live,
performances from beloved children’s author Michael Rosen, the impressive sounds of English Symphony Orchestra, and
the improvised phenomenon Spontaneous Potter. The festival comes to a close with a glorious, al fresco concert from the
poptastic ABBA Revival: The Tribute.
Workshops
The Festival On The Close’s workshop programme exists to inspire and empower young people, giving them the opportunity
to get creative and try something new. Primary and secondary school students from across Warwickshire are invited to take
part in a series of schools workshop activities. From science experiments to samba percussion, brain dissections to bagpipes,
mechanical engineering to meditation, our varied workshops will offer curious minds the chance to explore a wide range of
subjects with world-class artists and practitioners.
Outreach
Our workshops and outreach work grows each year, and we are proud to have been able to offer free places to workshops and
shows to more young people from across Warwickshire than ever before.
Raising Vital Funds For Cancer Research UK
The Festival On The Close is proud to raise vital funds for our charitable partners, Cancer Research UK. So whether you are
buying a ticket, saying hello to one of the many charity volunteers around the festival, picking up some goodies at the popup charity shop marquee, or donating to one of the charity buckets around the venue, thank you for supporting the work of
Cancer Research UK.
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COMEDY
AT THE
FESTIVAL

PHIL
WANG
SUPPORT: SAM LAKE & JOY HUNTER
Monday 27 June | 8pm
Tandem Outdoor Arena
The festival's hotly anticipated al fresco comedy evening returns, with a headline set from stand-up sensation Phil
Wang, and support from Sam Lake and Joy Hunter.
Phil Wang is one of the UK’s most exciting stand-up comedians, who recently recorded his first Netflix special at the
London Palladium which was released on August 10 2021. He has appeared on countless shows including hosting Live
at the Apollo, Have I Got News For You, QI, Would I Lie to You?, 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown, Comedy Central's
Roast Battle, Drunk History, The Great British Bake Off: Extra Slice and appeared as a regular guest throughout series 7
of Taskmaster.
Phil’s first book, Sidesplitter, was released in 2021 to critical acclaim, featuring on The Times and Sunday Times books
of the year list. He has also written and starred in his own Radio 4 special, Wangsplaining which won Best Scripted
Comedy (Longform) at the 2020 BBC Audio Awards.

MC: Sam Lake
Sam Lake is an award-winning comedian whose heartwarming material is based around his own LGBTQ+ love
story. Sam has racked up an array of achievements, including
winning Leicester Square Theatre New Comedian of the
Year 2018 and Hastings Fringe Newcomer of the Year 2018.
Sam recently starred in Dave’s The Comedy Guide to Life
and All4’s The Joy of Missing Out with Tom Allen. His
writing has been featured on NewsJack and Mock
The Week.

Support: Joy Hunter
Depending on the day, Joy Hunter is a
standup comic, writer, masters student or
barista. Sometimes she mixes them up causing
all sorts of confused hilarity. She performs
standup all over London and at the Edinburgh
Fringe, as well as managing a professional comedy
night in the West End.

High-end stand-up with excellent
jokes, new perspectives and a
distinctive persona
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The Guardian
WHAT’S ON

HORRIBLE
HISTORIES
LIVE:
TERRIBLE
TUDORS
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BIRMINGHAM STAGE COMPANY
Wednesday 29 June | 6pm
Tandem Outdoor Arena

From the horrible Henries to the end of evil Elizabeth, hear the legends (and the lies!)
about the torturing Tudors. Find out the fate of Henry's headless wives and his punch
up with the Pope. Meet Bloody Mary and see Ed fall dead in his bed. Survive the
Spanish Armada as they launch their attack!

Is this any way for children
to learn about history?
Too right it is! If lessons
were always like this, kids
would be queuing at the
school gates!

It’s history with the nasty bits left in!

THE TIMES

We all want to meet people from history. The trouble is everyone is dead! So it’s time
to prepare yourselves for Terrible Tudors live on stage...

This hysterical historical journey through the terrifically terrible Tudors will entertain
all ages. You’ll meet fascinating characters and discover incredible facts that teachers
never tell you!
Terrible Tudors is written by Terry Deary and Neal Foster. Terry Deary is the world's
bestselling non-fiction author for children and one of the most popular children’s
authors in the country. He has written 200 books which have been translated into 40
languages, selling over 25 million copies worldwide. You probably have some in your
house!
About Birmingham Stage Company
Birmingham Stage Company is one of the world’s top theatre companies for families.
They have produced all the Horrible Histories live stage shows since 2005. The BSC
have also created the smash-hit productions of David Walliams’ Gangsta Granny,
Awful Auntie and Billionaire Boy and adaptations of Roald Dahl stories like George’s
Marvellous Medicine.

Wholly accessible,
educating, entertaining
and enjoyable, Horrible
Histories live on stage is
a tour de force. Five stars
out of five!
BBC

Running time: Approximately 1 hour
Age suitability: 5+
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THE
SPONTANEOUS
PLAYERS
SPONTANEOUS POTTER: THE UNOFFICIAL IMPROVISED PARODY
Wednesday 29 June | 8pm
Venue: Tandem Outdoor Arena
Grab your wands, don your house robes, and apparate yourselves to The Festival
On The Close! A very magical improv show awaits...

‘Exceptional’ EVERYTHING THEATRE
The smash hit Spontaneous Potter is an entirely improvised wizarding comedy play,
based on an audience suggestion of a fanfiction title. Hilarity ensues as an entirely
new Potter adventure is magically improvised on the spot - with live
musical accompaniment!
Previous titles performed include:
• Harry Potter and the Chamber of Commerce
• Harry Potter and the Neville Wears Prada
• Harry Potter and the Rise of the Planet of the Snapes
• Harry Potter and the Struggle for a Decent Mortgage in This Economy

Note: Spontaneous Potter is an unofficial show that is not endorsed
by or affiliated with Warner Bros., JK Rowling or her publishers.
All rights to the Harry Potter books and associated trademarks are
the property of JK Rowling / her publishers. All film / image rights
associated with the film series are property of Warner Bros.

THE NOISE
NEXT DOOR:
IN CHARGE
Wednesday 29 June | 8pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
The quickest wits in comedy are charging into their sixth national tour with a spectacular new
show that will trample your expectations.
The charismatic quartet have always astonished with their ability to spin audience suggestions
into comedy gold, but for this show they’re putting you, the audience, in charge in brilliant and
bombastic new ways. Join comedy’s unstoppable force for an evening like no other... Hilarious
scenes! Mind-blowing songs! Finely tuned anarchy!
The Noise Next Door are twelve-time sell-out veterans of The Edinburgh Fringe
and have appeared on BBC One, ITV1, BBC Three and BBC Radio 4. They have
also appeared alongside the likes of Michael McIntyre, Katherine Ryan,
Romesh Ranganathan and Harry Hill.

‘Phenomenal’
DAILY MIRROR

‘21st century comedy at
its finest and funniest.’
THE STAGE

‘Hilarious... A superior kind of chaos’
TELEGRAPH

‘Comedy gold...
Staggeringly well
executed.’
GUARDIAN
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MICHAEL
ROSEN
MICHAEL ROSEN: LUNCHTIME POETRY RECITAL
Thursday 30 June | 1.15pm
Venue: Tandem Outdoor Arena
Join the legendary poet Michael Rosen for a special lunchtime recital of
some of his best-loved poems. Joining us for this special event will be a
host of visiting local primary school pupils.
About Michael Rosen
Michael Rosen was born in 1946 in North London. One of the best-known
figures in the children's book world, he is renowned for his work as a poet,
performer, broadcaster and scriptwriter. As an author and by selecting
other writers’ works for anthologies he has been involved with over 140
books. He lectures and teaches in universities on children’s literature,
reading and writing. Michael is a familiar voice to BBC listeners and is
currently presenting Word of Mouth, the magazine programme that looks
at the English language and the way we use it. He visits schools with his
one-man show to enthuse children with his passion for books and poetry.
He was one of the first poets to make visits to schools throughout the UK
and has also visited schools throughout the world.
In 2007 he was appointed Children's Laureate, a role which he held until
2009. While Laureate, he set up The Children's Funny Prize which awards
the funniest children's books of the year.
Michael has been named the recipient of the 2021 JM Barrie Lifetime
Achievement Award.

Brass Fanfare
Michael Rosen will be welcomed to the stage by a
brass fanfare performed by pupils from Bilton Junior
School and St Andrews Benn primary schools. See
page 31 for more information about how Rugby 360
brought this exciting opportunity to life.
Rugby Free School Year 7 Performers and Creatives
Ketsia Cybille Attisso
Brooklynne Barnes
Chimamanda Ekwensi
Alice Guard
Savannah Hartfield
Gabriel Sammon
Jessica Tawn		
Aariz Farooq
Molly Langham 		
Ethan Mewes
Miley Prestidge 		
Danny Ramalho
Kiefer Teasdale 		
Sienna Gardner
Abbie Miles		
Eden Iles
Angelina Ozse 		
Ahmed Hidaya
Angelo Laye 		
Christopher O’Neill
Heidi Knowles 		
Sophie Humphries
Sydney Jaggard 		
Beau Handy
Karina Bucur		
Zack Lowe
Fearne Priest
Jude Mccubbin 		
Pippa Carvell		
Bethany Brightman
Connor Bowley 		
Ray Shawkat
Lily Hart			
Zuzanna Zdybel
Caspian Jaszkowski-Johal Amy Page
Charlotte Kamieniecki-Weaver
Mrs Samantha Farmer
Mr Chris Browning
Art & DT Department, Rugby Free School
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PETER AND
THE WOLF
NARRATED BY MICHAEL ROSEN
CONDUCTOR: KENNETH WOODS
PERFORMED BY ENGLISH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Thursday 30 June | 6pm
Venue: Tandem Outdoor Arena
A MUSICAL EVENT FOR ALL THE FAMILY!
After his lunchtime poetry recital, beloved children’s author Michael Rosen returns to the main stage for a
very special live event with English Symphony Orchestra.
Prokofiev’s symphonic fairytale Peter & The Wolf will come to life, with exceptional musicianship from
English Symphony Orchestra, captivating narration from Michael Rosen, and creative performances from
local secondary schools.
About English Symphony Orchestra
The Worcestershire-based ESO, the International Orchestra of Elgar Country, is an ensemble which in recent
years has become synonymous with artistic excellence, innovative and visionary programming, distinctive
commissioning, ground-breaking recording, a welcoming and immersive concert experience, transformative
youth programmes and service to the community.
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ABBA:
THE REVIVAL
Thursday 30 June | 8pm
Venue: Tandem Outdoor Arena
DANCING QUEENS, GET READY FOR A SPECTACULAR FESTIVAL FINALE!
The award-winning ABBA ‘Revival’ have recently been voted as the UK’s official
number one ABBA tribute act. Their renowned stage show has wowed audiences
the world over with their faithful choreography, stunning production, and excellent
musicianship. Prepare for a musical journey back to the heady poptastic disco days,
when ABBA ruled the dance floor in an unmissable al fresco concert.

TIME OUT LONDON

‘ABBA-solutely'
superb!
JOHNNIE WALKER, BBC RADIO 2
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UNITED STRINGS OF EUROPE
Monday 27 June | 6pm
Venue: OBS
The United Strings of Europe creates profound musical
experiences that celebrate diversity and bridge cultural divides.
Praised for its original programming and expressive playing,
the London-based ensemble commissions and arranges music
from a variety of musical cultures and backgrounds.

'...superbly played and vividly
engineered'

NOSFERATU + LIVE ORGAN
ACCOMPANIMENT
Tuesday 28 June | 10pm
Venue: The Chapel
Expect spine-tingling chills from the original Dracula film, an
undeniable masterpiece of German Expressionist cinema.
This special screening of the classic gothic horror Nosferatu will
take place in the atmospheric setting of Rugby School's Chapel,
with live organ accompaniment from renowned organist
Richard Hills.

GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
Armed with the belief that music and ensemble playing can
enrich people’s lives and promote cross-cultural understanding,
the ensemble is at the forefront of developing new audiences,
championing living composers, exploring different music and
styles, and commissioning new works
Luigi Boccherini Musica Notturna delle Strade
di Madrid (arr. Azkoul)
Richard Strauss Capriccio
Caroline Shaw Entr'acte
Selection of Scandinavian folk tunes arranged
by the Danish String Quartet
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DOG/ACTOR
WRITTEN BY STEVEN BERKOFF
PERFORMED BY THREEDUMB THEATRE
Wednesday 29 June | 6pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
Two explosive and comedic short plays written by Steven
Berkoff, performed back-to-back by the same actor.
Without the use of any set or props, DOG/ACTOR presents
a masterclass in physical theatre and comedic storytelling,
promising a thrilling theatrical experience.

‘Exceptional’ EVERYTHING THEATRE

7 SEVENTEEN-YEAR-OLDS IN
A SCREWED-UP WORLD
WRITTEN BY TIM COKER
Monday 27 June | 7pm
Tuesday 28 June | 4.45pm & 6pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
Your chance to see Rugby School’s Edinburgh Fringe play
before it heads up to the festival this August. 7 Seventeen Year
Olds In A Screwed Up World is a bittersweet, absurdist comedy
which takes a sharp, satirical look at the modern world. We ask
all the right questions about everything and, unapologetically,
give none of the answers.
Cast:
Manvir Bawa		
Tabitha Denham		
Emily Finnegan		
Paige Jordan

Oliver Butler
Ginny Edwards
Izzy Fry

Director: Tim Coker
Music and Sound Design: Tim Coker
Workshop Leaders: Sam Tannebaum, Edie Walwyn
With thanks to: RADA, Bloomsbury Festival, Cemex, Macready
Theatre, C Venues Edinburgh

CRAIG OGDEN:
CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL
Tuesday 28 June | 6pm
Venue: NMR
Internationally acclaimed classical guitarist Craig Ogden
performs an intricate guitar recital in this special festival event.
Described by BBC Music Magazine as "A worthy successor to
Julian Bream", Australian born guitarist Craig Ogden is one of
the most exciting artists of his generation.
Craig has performed concertos with many of the world’s
leading orchestras. He regularly appears as soloist and chamber
musician at major venues and collaborates with the UK’s top
artists and ensembles.

LIVE FOLK WITH JOSH OKEEFE
Tuesday 28 June | 8pm
Venue: Macready Theatre

A night of live folk music comes to the Macready Theatre as Josh Okeefe joins us
for a special festival gig. The young guitar-and-harmonica-playing singer-songwriter
delivers unforgettably potent lyrics, raw, topical storytelling and a voice that crackles
with authentic folk tradition. Having performed sold-out shows from California to
New York and from Nashville to London and Glasgow, Okeefe has shared stages with
legends including Kris Kristofferson, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, Alison Krauss and Rufus
Wainwright, among many others. A rebel artist, a protest singer, the heir to Bob
Dylan, or a harmonica-tootin' satirist, Okeefe is all of those and more.

FOLK AT
THE FESTIVAL:

JOSH OKEEFE
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DANCE AT
THE FESTIVAL:

PREPPERS

CASSON AND FRIENDS: PREPPERS
Tuesday 28 June | 4.45pm & 6pm
Venue: Outdoor Performance
Documentary meets dance in this thought provoking, timely and intimate new duet
performance. PREPPERS is a new piece of verbatim documentary dance theatre from
Casson and Friends, that asks: are we truly prepared?
With real interviews from members of the UK survival and preparedness community,
intercut and combined with compelling movement, this unique performance
investigates how we prepare for, react during, and recover from emergencies revealing our resilience and humanity in times of crisis, and what we need in order to
THANK
truly
survive. YOU TO FESTIVAL
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FRIENDS, SUMMARY

Choreographed by Tim Casson in
collaboration with the performers
Performed by Lucy Starkey & Mathew
Winston
Original Music by Paul Rogerson.

DANCE SHOWCASE WITH MOTIONHOUSE
Wednesday 29 June | 4.45pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
A special showcase performance featuring performances from worldclass dance company Motionhouse, a solo dance piece from Faye
Miles, and routines performed by students from across Rugby town.
The award-winning Motionhouse Dance push movement to its limits.
From full-length productions for theatre touring to flexible work for
the outdoors and large-scale performance events, their productions
integrate athletic physicality, powerful narrative, incredible digital
imagery and emotive sound scores. In this special festival event dancers
from Motionhouse’s company will take to the floor, presenting the world
premiere of the female duet Lost, and a second duet piece, Knot.
Throughout the year, Rugby School's Performing Arts Scholars and students
from surrounding schools have attended weekly sessions with Motionhouse
Dance. In these workshops, they have explored and developed skills to use
dance as a storytelling tool. Their performance in this showcase is a culmination
of this project.
Student performers:
Alex Morgan 		
Emily Finnegan		
Imogen Marshall		
Oliver Butler		
Nicole Finnegan		

Arabella Parry-George		
Flora McGowan			
Louisa Roberts			
Skye Maillot			
Charlotte Young			

Celia Duffy
Ginny Edwards
Manvir Bawa
Sofia Lamont
Elspeth Rawding

MOTIONHOUSE
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THE MENOPAUSE REVOLUTION
IN CONVERSATION WITH DR LOUISE NEWSON AND KATE MUIR
Wednesday 29 June | 8pm
Venue: Temple Speech Room
JOIN DR LOUISE NEWSON AND KATE MUIR FOR A FRANK, INFORMATIVE TALK ABOUT THE MENOPAUSE.
Dr Louise Newson is a GP and Menopause Specialist
who works to increase awareness and knowledge of the
perimenopause and menopause, and campaigns for better
menopause care for all women. She is the founder of the
balance app, The Menopause Charity, Newson Health Research
and Education, the Dr Louise Newson podcast and she is a
member of the Government Menopause Taskforce. She makes
regular appearances on TV, including BBC Breakfast, ITV’s
Lorraine and This Morning and the 2021 documentary “Sex,
Myths and the Menopause”. Her Dr Louise Newson podcast has
built up a global audience, featuring expert guests covering
topics such as HRT, bone health, exercise and nutrition.
Kate Muir is the author of Everything You Need To Know
About The Menopause - the thinking woman’s guide to the
menopause, questioning misplaced shame, bad science and
centuries of patriarchy.

Macready Theatre brings exceptional entertainment
to the heart of Rugby year round.
With a programme spanning theatre, dance,
comedy, live music, family shows and more, there is
something for everyone at Macready Theatre.
Visit the website today to find out what's coming up!
www.macreadytheatre.co.uk

TWILIGHT CHOIR CONCERT
Wednesday 29 June | 9.30pm
Venue: Rugby School Chapel
This atmospheric evening concert will take place in Rugby School’s glorious Chapel, where the Arnold Singers will perform
a range of choral music including Elgar’s Give unto the Lord, Byrd’s Laudibus in Sanctis, R. Nathaniel Dett’s Ave Maria, Lars
Jansson’s Salve Regina, Rachmaninov’s The Great Doxology from All-Night Vigil, Eleanor Daley’s Upon your heart and A Ukrainian
Prayer by John Rutter.
The Arnold Singers is made up of around thirty-five of the School’s advanced singers, who rehearse once a week and learn a wide
repertoire encompassing both sacred and secular music. Our Twilight Concert will also feature modern arrangements performed
by our three a cappella groups, including music by Adele and Mika, and the music of the Spice Girls, Marvin Gaye and ABBA
performed by the School’s largest musical ensemble - Rugby School Choir!

Singers:
Miku Aoyama
Ariana Baninoe
Sophie Beard
Amelie Bishop
Verity Browne
Josephine Butler
Mya Clark
Philip Curtis
Toby Davies
Daisy Donne
Celia Duffy
Momoko Egashira
Emma Fowkes
Tirion Gimblett
Holly Griffin
Clara Griffiths
Beatrice Grigg
Pajelly Guo
Gabriella Hawker
Evalina Hills
Charlotte Hon
Isabel Howe
Georgina Hunt
Audrey Hunter

Alexis Kawczynski
Ada Kwok
Suzana Leusca-Feher
Thomas Liversidge
Natalya Madhvani
Skye Maillot
Imogen Marshall
Tilly Molony
Bernice Ng
Georgie Pegna
Balerki Puplampu
Megan Qin
Louisa Roberts
Miranda Robertson
Katherine Savage
Shaqira Shamah
Karizma Sharma
Naomi Simon
Fenella Slack
Grace Steward-Linnhe
Benedict Tanner
Amelia Tuff
Eileen Wong

Maddie Woolley
Anne Yang
Ava Yang
Catherine Ye
Emeka Abara
Oscar Austin
Max Broad
William Chen
Milo Coker
Douglas Davies
Isaac Denness
Jonathan Divall
Oliver Fulcher
Lev Godar
Alex Morgan
Shun Muramatsu
Ayomide Ogunlesi
Serian Patel
Owen Richards
Daniel Richardson
Jimmy Scanlon
Lucas Selby-Jerrold

Louis Sharpe
Arthur Shaw
Charlie Sheldon
George Sheldon
Jonty Smith
Rupert Sneath
Taran Sohal
Freddie Sparke
Herbert Westlake
Joseph Xiang
Rex Yip
Max Zheng
Andrew Davey
Ben Rutt-Howard
Frannie Millar
Ian Wicks
Matthew Sandy
Philippa Hyde
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MIDDLE SCHOOL SCHOLARS’
SHAKESPEARE SHOWCASE
Monday 27 June | 7pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
A celebration of all things Shakespeare. This showcase sees
our Middle School Scholars embracing their inner thespian as
they present some of the Bard's most iconic soliloquies and
scenes (with or song or two thrown in for good measure).
Performed by students from the F, E and D Blocks, with AV
designed by Sofia Lamont and directed by Matthew Cuff,
students exhibit their ability to bring Shakespeare’s language
to life in an intimate setting.
Cast
George Liversidge – Compère
Flora McGowan – Witch 1/Paris
Celia Duffy – Witch 2/Friar Lawrence
Arabella Parry-George - Witch 3/Juliet
Alex Morgan – Shylock/Macbeth
Skye Maillot – Hermia
Louisa Roberts – Prospero(a)/Helena
Albert Cornell – Ariel
Gabriella Hawker – Lady Macbeth
Nia Sutton – TBD
Rufus Gleave – Hamlet
Sophia Lamont – Lighting and Sound Design
Brush Up Your Shakespeare & Hard to Be the Bard performed
by Louisa Roberts
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MONOLOGUE SLAM
Wednesday 29 June | 4.45pm
Venue: Collingwood Centre Hall
Join us for our annual Monologue Slam! This exciting acting
showcase delivers a number of dynamic extracts from plays
throughout the ages that students have been exploring in their
acting lessons. Enjoy performances from some of the bestloved comedic and dramatic scenes from theatre, film, and TV.
Performed by the Rugby School LAMDA students and directed
by Kim Thompson, expect an array of theatre genres in one
performance.

FRANNIE AND FRIENDS:
STUDENT ROCK
A MUSICAL PRESENTATION AND POP CONCERT
Wednesday 29 June | 1.30pm
Venue: Memorial Chapel

Tuesday 28 June | 8pm
Venue: Tandem Outdoor Arena

Rugby School’s Music Graduate Teaching Assistant
Frannie Millar will be joined by students and staff
to perform a variety of classical, musical theatre
and a cappella music. The programme will include
songs from Wicked and Guys & Dolls, Frannie’s own
arrangements of ABBA and Adele performed by our
upper-voice a cappella group The Rugby Riffers,
some adventurous arrangements for vocal quartet,
plus instrumental duets with members of the Music
Department!

Rock bands, small groups, singer-songwriters and soloists from across
Rugby School take to the stage to perform in a festival-style open air
event. With a great variety of music, this atmospheric event promises to be
a great demonstration of the amazing Rock & Pop talent at Rugby School.

Performers:
Frannie Millar		
Tori Brandwood		
Naomi Simon		
Freddie Sparke		
Arthur Shaw		
Jimmy Scanlon		
Verity Browne		
Momoko Egashira		
Gabriella Hawker		
Audrey Hunter		
Amelia Tuff

Richard Tanner
Louisa Roberts
Milo Coker
Oliver Fulcher
Benedict Tanner
Sophie Beard
Josephine Butler
Tirion Gimblett
Evalina Hills
Skye Maillot

Performers:
Milo Coker		
Mair Griffith		
Clara Griffith		
Naomi Simon		
Bella Liu			
Eve Taylor		
Celia Duffy		
Joe Nealon		
Izzy Utley		
Bea Barker		
Karan Kantaria		
Louisa Roberts		
Shaqira Shamah		
Ethan Ko		

Tom Sheldon		
Esther Barter		
James Day		
Verity Browne		
Alex Taylor		
Ruby Newman		
Momoko Egashira		
Max Zheng		
Maddie Murray		
Emeka Abara		
Alex McMullan		
Jonathan Divall		
Daisy Starman		
Lauren Brown		

Yagna Aravindan
Charlotte Mayhew
Nathan-Asher Oriakhi
Cecily Harley
Tirion Gimblett
Sophia McLeod
Thomas Berryman
Leo Aliev
Jean Quiviger
Lewis Webb
Alex Balats
Lucas Selby-Jerrold
Isaac Denness
Will Barton
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STRINGS CHAMBER
MUSIC CONCERT
Thursday 30 June | 4.30pm
Venue: Memorial Chapel
In this exciting chamber concert, some of Rugby School’s
most talented string players will perform Brahms’s Piano
Quintet in F minor, Op. 34 alongside members of staff, within
the wonderful acoustics setting of the Memorial Chapel. The
perfect way to round off a fantastic year of chamber musicmaking, this concert will be a great reflection of the students’
dedication and passion for chamber music.
Musicians
Chris White – Violin
Vanessa White – Violin
Benedict Tanner – Viola
Freddie Sparke – Cello
William Griffiths - Piano

WIND CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Thursday 30 June | 4.30pm
Venue: NMR
This wind ensemble chamber concert includes music for
clarinets by Grundman, Mascagni, Dvorak and Harvey, and
an arrangement of the first movement of Beethoven’s 4th
Symphony for Wind Dectet. There will also be music by Francaix,
de Waily and Goepfart, played by a wind quartet comprising
peripatetic members of the Rugby School music team.
Clarinet Ensemble
Oli Fulcher - Eb and Bb Clarinet
Eileen Wong - Bb Clarinet 1
Finlay Griffin - Bb Clarinet 1
Isabel Howe - Bb Clarinet 2
Nadia van der Walt - Bb Clarinet 2
Andrew Davey - Bb Clarinet 3
Anna Kelly - Bb Clarinet 3
Elliott Godfrey - Bb Clarinet 4
Kevin Dong - Bb Clarinet 4
Max Broad - Bass Clarinet and Contra-Alto Clarinet
Steve Morris - Bass Clarinet and Contra Bass clarinet
Staff Wind Quartet
Yvonne Mcilwaine – Flute
Alex Harmon – Oboe
Steve Morris – Clarinet
Jo Mayne - Bassoon
Wind Ensemble
Sabrina Wang – Flute
Chloe Man – Flute
Alec Harmon – Oboe
Oli Fulcher – Clarinet
Andrew Davey / Finlay Griffin – Clarinet
Douglas Davies – Bassoon
Jo Mayne – Bassoon
Audrey Tsang – Horn
Lucas Selby-Jerrold – Horn
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PERCUSSION CONCERT
Wednesday 29 June | 6pm
Venue: Temple Speech Rooms
An exciting concert performed by the finest percussionists at
Rugby School. Staff and students will show off the exceptional
percussion instruments that we are lucky enough to have,
including a five-octave marimba and a vibraphone, and there
will be lots of high-energy drumming with some untuned
percussion. The programme will include stunning solo marimba
works by Nebojsa Zivkovic, arrangements of Ed Sheeran hits,
as well as a performance by the Rugby School Percussion
Ensemble under the direction of Tim Palmer.
Musicians
Tim Palmer
Jason Huxtable
William Griffiths
Louis Sharpe
Elora Liu		
Muna Nwabueze

Steph Sanders
Nathan-Asher Oriakhi
Jonathan Divall
Amelia Tuff
Yasmin Woo
Victor Wang

EINSTEIN: CREATIVE GENIUS
Tuesday 28 June | 4.45pm
Venue: FLT, Science
Join Nick Fisher for a fascinating, free talk, illustrating the
creativity of Einstein’s genius and show how we can see the
world differently through the lenses of art and science.

VAMOS: CRIMPLENE CRUSADERS
Wednesday 29 June | Various times
Venue: Walkabout act
These octogenarian upholders of moral values are out-andabout with one thing on their minds: to keep standards high.
Our twin-set clad campaigners will keep a firm eye out for any
slouching, flirting, or hand-holding, making sure that good
old fashioned values are championed. And on very special
occasions, they may be persuaded to let their hair down and
demonstrate some unrivalled disco moves to their favourite
modern music. With the Crimplene Crusaders around, who
needs superheroes?
Catch their walkabout act at various festival locations on
Wednesday 29 June.
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CONCERTO CONCERT
Wednesday 29 June | 4.45pm
Venue: NMR
This year’s Festival Concerto Concert will feature some of Rugby School’s most
gifted student soloists, performing ambitious movements from strings and
piano concertos accompanied on the piano in the New Music Room by Rob
Colley. This concert will give our students a chance to tackle advanced works,
and promises to be a varied and impressive showcase.
Programme
Victor Wang - Rachmaninoff, Piano Concerto No.2, First movement
Chloe Wu - Saint Saens, Cello Concerto in A Minor, Allegro non troppo
Verity Browne - Vivaldi, Concerto in A minor, Op 3 no. 8
Nadia van der Walt - Capuzzi, Concerto for Double Bass in D major, First
Movement
Raina Du - Max Bruch, Concerto No. 1 in G minor, First and Second Movements
Rose Wang - Shostakovich, Piano Concerto No. 2 in F major, Op. 102, Second
Movement
Momoko Egashira - Mendelssohn, Violin Concerto, 3rd Movement
Tom Sheldon - Kabalevsky, Violin Concerto in C Major Op 48, First Movement

WEST END TO BROADWAY
STUDENT SHOWCASE
Thursday 30 June | 4.30pm
Venue: Macready Theatre
West End to Broadway is a medley of show tunes performed by the
School's finest musicians and actors. A wide variety of genres have been
chosen to suit all, with numbers from some of the best-loved classic
musicals sitting alongside selections from newer additions to the musical
theatre scene.
Performers:
Louisa Roberts
Milo Coker
Emily Polhill
Alex Morgan
Arthur Shaw

Oliver Butler
Suzana Leusca-Feher
Naomi Simon
Skye Maillot
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THE
BIG
SING

WITH VOCES8
Thursday 30 June | 2.30pm
Venue: Temple Speech Room
The Festival On The Close welcomes back the much-loved Big Sing. Facilitated by former members of the
internationally acclaimed vocal ensemble Voces8, The Big Sing sees hundreds of young people discover and
share the joy of singing.
Hundreds of primary school children from across Rugby will join together for a day of workshops and
musical games. The day concludes with a special afternoon concert for parents and teachers in the Temple
Speech Room.
VOCES8’s unique and inspiring approach to working with school groups helps the children explore their
voices, learn new songs, create their own musical ideas, and gives them the opportunity to try out their
newly honed performance skills in front of an audience.
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CHORAL EVENSONG

STRINGS CONCERT

Wed 22 June | 4pm
Sun 26 June | 4pm
BBC Radio 3

Thu 23 June | 7.30pm | Free
Venue: Temple Speech Room

Recorded earlier in the term, the Temple Consort can be
heard on BBC Radio 3 singing Choral Evensong for the Feast
of Alban, first martyr of Britain. The recording will also be
available on BBC Sounds for a month. The Temple Consort is
directed by Richard Tanner and the organist is Ian Wicks.
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In this spectacular Strings Concert, our Senior and Intermediate
String Ensembles will join forces to perform Warlock’s Capriol
Suite and Vaughan Williams’s Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas
Tallis. There will also be performances of varied repertoire by
Junior Strings, Cello Ensemble and a small chamber strings
group, who will play Bach’s Double Violin Concerto.

MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR
Sun 26 June | 4pm & 7pm
Venue: Temple Speech Room Free
At this culmination of a busy year of music
competitions, performers from the Piano,
Organ, Rock and Pop, Musical Theatre, Strings,
Woodwind, Guitars and Singing divisions will
come together to compete for the title of Rugby
School’s ‘Musician of the Year’.
Split into two categories for Intermediate and
Advanced students, the grand finale event will
showcase all the winners, runners-up and wild
cards from the competitions held throughout
the year, who will perform an incredible range of
classical, popular, musical theatre and modern
repertoire.
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the dissection of a sheep's
brain. …Not for the squeamish!
Gamelan Orchestra
Consisting of several varieties
of gongs and tuned metal
instruments, this is your
chance to experience and
create this unique style of
world music.
Escape The Lab With Cancer
Research UK
Join our charity partners,
Cancer Research UK for an
escape room with a twist!
The work of a team of cancer
researchers is the focus of this
special escape room game.

HIGHLIGHTS

FROM THE FESTIVAL WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
The Festival On The Close is proud to inspire and empower young people across the region,
giving them the opportunity to get creative and try something new. Primary and secondary
school groups across Warwickshire have been invited to take part in our diverse collection of
workshop activities alongside students from Rugby School.

Mechanical Engineering
Join two engineers from
Imperial College London
for a session on design and
manufacture. Try and build
the strongest structure out of
materials and use maths and
physics to find out how to
improve.

An eclectic selection of workshops will be led by world-class artists, industry leaders, and
passionate practitioners. Covering a huge variety of topics and themes, these skill-building
sessions will captivate curious and creative minds alike.
Read on for highlights from this year’s workshop programme.

Be A Human Rights Lawyer
With National Justice Museum
What do we mean when we
talk about Human Rights? Join
inspirational professionals
from the National Justice
Museum for an insight into
this important topic and take
part in a debate based around
a real human rights case
that was decided by the UK
Supreme Court.

360 worlds, and experience
VT gaming.
Samba Percussion
Adrian Wiggins (aka
Sugardog) is an experienced
session musician who
specialises in a multitude
of instruments. He will lead
you in a lively, interactive
workshop exploring the world
of samba percussion.

Arabic Calligraphy
Use hand-cut bamboo pens
and hand-mixed bamboo ink
to experiment with the art
of Arabic Calligraphy under
the direction of artist and
calligrapher Razwan Ul-Haq.

Circus Skills
Roll up, roll up! It’s time to
be spell-bound with exciting
sessions from Birmingham’s
Circus Mash and Circo Rum
Ba Ba’s exuberant all women
circus troupe.

Virtual Reality
Join the team from Matrix
Virtual Reality and explore the
world of VR. Try out different
VR headsets, learn about real
world applications of this
exciting new technology, build
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learning the tricks to make it
sound professional. Learn to
use ‘post-production magic’
to add soundtracks, beds,
fades, stings and jingles to
turn it into a podcast ready for
broadcast. So whether you’re
an ‘ideas’ person, an up-andcoming presenter or you
just like messing with audio,
come along and get some
BBC tips to get you sounding
professional.

Stand-Up Comedy
Improve your joke-telling
and build confidence in this
comedy workshop, led by Joy
Hunter who will be taking to
the festival’s main stage to
support Phil Wang.

The Festival On The
Close Podcast
Design and record
and shape a podcast
for broadcast, whilst

Medical Biology: Brain
Dissections
Learn about the fascinating
world of neuroscience with
Dr Guy Sutton. He'll deliver an
interactive lecture, featuring

Bell Ringing with The
Charmborough Ring
Ding dong! Learn the ropes
of bellringing in this hands-on
workshop where you will get
the chance to ring bells on The
Charmborough Ring's mobile
bellfry.
Lifesaving
Learn vital lifesaving and first
aid skills.
Performing With LIPA
An incredible opportunity to
learn performance skills from
educators from the prestigious
drama school Liverpool
Institute of Performing Arts
(LIPA).
Show Racism The Red Card
A workshop followed by a
football game, led by the UK's
largest anti-racism educational
charity.
Wand Combat
Expelliarmus! Professional
screen and stage fight director
Sam Kahn shows us the ropes
of wand combat. One for the
Harry Potter fans out there!
Wand Making
We expecto patronum to
see you at this brilliant wand

making workshop. Make a
wand with arts and crafts that
will enchant your friends. No
muggles allowed!

Ceilidh
Try your hand at this
traditional Gaelic form of
dancing.

Meditation with Nagarjuna
Kadampa
Rugby's own Nagarjuna
Kadampa Centre for
Modern Buddhism hold
an introductory session to
meditation and how these
mindful practices and
techniques can be used in
everyday life.

Architecture
Learn how to design a building
to a project brief, build a
model to scale, and work
within environmental factors
in this creative and hands-on
workshop.

Rollerskiing
Grab a pair of roller skates
for this off-snow skiing
experience. It’s cross-country
skiing – without the snow!
Ukulele
Suitable for all levels, grab a
ukulele and explore playing
chords and single note
melodies.
Bollywood Dancing
Learn about the bollywood
dance style Garba, a dance
rhythm from the state of
Gujarat that is performed
mainly during the festival
of Navratri to worship the
Goddess. It is a fun dance
performed in a circle with
lots of clapping and moving
around the circle.
Cake Decorating: Sugarcraft
Take your cake decorating
to the next level, and create
confectionery wonders that
wouldn't look out of place
in a Bake Off showstopper
challenge! Learn to craft
with sugar paste to create
delicious, edible cake
decorations.

Mask Workshop with Vamos
Theatre
This engaging and fast-paced
session will introduce you to
mask theatre, showing how
to create characters, develop
clarity in communication and
devise original work. With a
funny and fearless brand of
wordless performance, Vamos
Theatre is the UK’s leading full
mask theatre company.

Graphic Score
Music meets design in this
innovative approach to
creating music
Acting: Physicalising
Character
How do you find the physical
language of a character? Be
led by a visiting professional
actor as she introduces you to
the world of using movement
to develop your performances.

Music Production with Amber
Music Group
You will get the opportunity
to create your own music in
Logic Pro x and experiment
with drum machines,
keyboards, and samples.
You’ll be given songwriting
tips from artist Nicole Justice.
Once you’ve created your
masterpiece you’ll also be
given the opportunity to
record your vocals.

journal, including techniques
such as sketching,
watercolour, creative writing
and calligraphy. This handson workshop will be led by
experienced creative art
enthusiast Purnima Panchal.

scenes from Macbeth and
explore the text through the
body as an ensemble. This
method of approaching the
language puts play at the
centre and opens up the story
through the body.

Introduction To Playwriting
with Sober Riot Theatre
Take part in a variety of
writing exercises led by the
company and take your first
steps in penning your own
play. Sober Riot Theatre are
an emerging theatre company,
dedicated to cooking up
exciting new work.

Dance with Motionhouse
Join award-winning dance
company Motionhouse for an
introduction to their pioneering
form of dance theatre.

Flower Arranging with Filth
Florists
Floristry is an art form that
plays with colour, texture and
shape. Join contemporary
flower studio Filth Florists for
an introduction to this creative
skill, and put together your
own everlasting dried posy
arrangement.

Bamboo Constructions
Learn all about the benefits
of bamboo construction and
build your very own geodesic
dome!
T-shirt Doodles
Draw your own doodles and
designs onto T-shirts and walk
away with your own bespoke
piece of clothing.
Ensemble Macbeth
Inspired by bouffon clown
and aspects of Jaques Lecoq,
Ensemble Macbeth take

Stage Combat
Experience all the thrill of a
dramatic sword fight without
any of the danger in this stage
combat workshop by Squire
Combat.
Comic Book Art
Join comic artist Wallis Eates
as she guides you through
the process of creating a
story, characters and how the
framing of a scene can have
a massive impact on your
storytelling. Specialising in
auto- and biographical comic
books, you will be shown
how through this medium,
stories can be told in vivid
technicolour detail.

Tap Boy: Filmmaking and
Dance
Filmmaker, actor and director
Will Kenning introduces his
award-winning film Tap Boy
with one of the film's stars
Craig Scott. Find out about
the process of filmmaking, do
a screen-test with a director
and learn some of the tap
dance moves from the film.

Morris Dancing
Discover one of English folk
history’s finest traditions with
live band Frolicking Pete and
the Fumbling Fingers. Have
fun, increase your fitness and
improve your movement skills
in this energetic workshop.
Belly Dancing
Get moving and learn a new
routine in this introduction to
the art of belly dancing.
Creative Journaling
Start your own creative
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Devising Theatre
Learn how to devise original
drama, working alongside
theatre director Rosa Higgs.
Why Casablanca Is The
Greatest Film Of All Time
Calling film buffs! Grab some
popcorn then watch and
discuss one of the greatest
movies of all time.

Air Propelled Rockets
Let's go fly a rocket! Build
a mini-rocket and compete
for whose craft can fly the
farthest.

It’s A Knockout
Head over to the sports fields
and compete in fun relay races.

Power Of Bagpipes
An insight into all aspects
of the The Great Highland
Bagpipe and Highland
Drumming. From the
instrument’s humble
beginnings, to their military
importance during decisive
battles, great wars and on up
to the modern day.

Breadmaking with Rugby
Real Bread
Bready or not? Stop loafing
about and get down to this
fun and tasty workshop all
about bread. Use blind-tasting
to spot the sourdough, go on
a roll and win some prizes,
and rise through the ranks in
the Big Bread Quiz to be the
ultimate breadwinner.

Rom Coms
Boy meets girl. Girl meets
boy. And all variations on that
theme… How does it happen?
What can go wrong? Having
gone wrong, how can it go
right again? Come to this
session on great film romantic
comedies and see how
Hollywood deals with these
questions.

Poetry Writing
Put pen to paper and explore
the art of poetry, spoken word
and creative writing.

Pétanque
Get to grips with the basics
of French boules game,
pétanque!

Agar Art
Use science creatively and find
out how you can paint with
microbes.
The Great Lipogram
Challenge
Could you write a story
without using the letter E? A
poem without using the letter
S? Retell a fairytale without
the letter A? Take part in a
series of writing challenges, all
involving rules and constraints.
Silk Scarf Printing
A vibrant, hands-on workshop,
giving you the chance to play
with different colours and
techniques to design and
decorate your very own silk
scarf.

Culinary Skills With Café
Vin Cinq
Put your culinary skills to the
test! Professional chefs from
Rugby's Cafe Vin Cinq will
guide you through a gourmet
workshop.
Homeless Monopoly
Using the GameChangers’
Homeless Monopoly (giant)
board game, experience
a playful approach to
understanding and tackling
serious and important issues
concerning homelessness.
The game was developed
as a collaboration between
Coventry University, the
University of Warwick, and
Coventry Cyrenians.

Bridge Building
Are triangles the most
structurally sound shape to
work with? How do shapes
Spanish Dancing
determine the strength of a
Be led in a new skill and learn
bridge? How do you make
the art of Spanish dancing.
a cantilever, suspension
or bascule bridge? This
workshop will show you how,
with its mixture of
design and maths
you will get to
build your very own
bridge and see if
it passes the final
THANK YOU TO FESTIVAL
weight test.

Surrealist Games
Expect things to get strange
in this workshop featuring
a range of surreal fun and
games.
Steelpan Drumming with
Impact Steelband
Learn to play steelpan music
with Coventry’s very own
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Screen Masterclass

Impact Steelband.
Table Tennis
Step up to the table and show
off your table tennis skills!
Learn technique and challenge
your friends as we search
for the festival's table tennis
champion.
Musical Theatre
Do you hear the people sing?
Well come and join in! Learn
musical theatre techniques
and perform alongside your
friends.

Einstein: Creative Genius
An inspiring talk exploring
the creative side of Albert
Einstein.
Shakespearean Acting with
Edward Bennett
Explore the performance
portfolio of acclaimed actor
Edward Bennett, known for
his acting work with the
Royal Shakespeare Company.
Edward Bennett will then lead
young actors in a workshop
focused on performing the
texts of Shakespeare.
Screenprint T-Shirts
Learn about different printing
techniques and screenprint a
design onto a T-shirt to take
away with you.

IN HONOUR OF HORRIBLE HISTORIES LIVE BRINGING THE GORY STORIES OF THE TERRIBLE TUDORS
TO LIFE AT THE FESTIVAL, HERE ARE SOME HORRIBLE, HISTORICAL FACTS ABOUT THE TUDORS...

Thomas More is an odd choice for a saint - he had 40 Protestants imprisoned and another 6 burned alive!
Mary I is known as ‘Bloody Mary’ because she had 283 people executed. But that is
nothing compared to the 72,000 executed during the reign of Henry VIII
When she was growing up, Elizabeth I did not have much money and when she
outgrew her clothes, begging letters had to be sent to buy her new ones
Life expectancy in the Tudor period was just 35 – 40 years
The Tudors had odd ideas about medicine and thought you could cure a headache
by rubbing your forehead with a rope used to hang a criminal!
In 1589 Elizabeth I ordered a counter-Armada to attack the Spanish but it
failed with 15,000 lives and 40 ships lost
In 1531 Henry VIII made a new law that anyone guilty of poisoning was to be boiled alive!
Henry VIII had a ‘Groom of the Stool’ whose job was to help the king have a poo

Henry VIII asked Thomas Cromwell to find him a fourth wife. Thomas
chose Anne of Cleeves and so Henry had him beheaded!
Henry VIII felt being called “Your Highness” wasn’t good enough
for him, so insisted on being called “Your Majesty” which still
persists for monarchs today
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RUGBY
360 AND
SERVICE
DAY
Service Day takes place on Thursday 30 June, rounding off
The Festival On The Close and Rugby School students' Rugby
360 activities for the year. It is a wonderful opportunity for all
members of Rugby School’s community to join together and
give something back to either the local area, a charity, or their
boarding house.
Rugby 360 aims to embody Rugby School’s ‘The Whole Person’
ethos, with a refined focus and understanding of the altruistic
behaviours associated with service provision. Rugby 360 sees
students working within the community, as well as putting an
emphasis on the wider community visiting the school’s campus
and using both our facilities and expertise, thus creating a
perfect circle of service.
There is a wide range of activities within the Rugby 360
programme from which students can choose. Popular options
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include: visiting local primary schools, where our students offer
classroom support; visiting elderly members of the community
either in their own homes or in nursing or care homes; assisting
local families who have children with disabilities; working at a
local youth club; assisting in local charity shops and supporting
local school children in maths, Latin, music, French, Spanish
and art in their own Primary Schools. On the next pages you
can read about different students’ experiences with the Rugby
360 programme.
Service Day is an extension and culmination of this year’s
Rugby 360 activity. Over 700 local primary school students
will visit Rugby School to take part in student-led workshops
and activities, covering a range of topics including performing
arts, languages, design, sports, humanities, maths, science, and
more.

MUSIC IN
EDUCATION
THEMES OF OUTREACH AND CREATIVE COLLABORATION
ARE CENTRAL NOT ONLY TO THE FESTIVAL ON THE CLOSE,
BUT TO RUGBY SCHOOL’S WORK ROUND.
We spoke to LXX student Leo Dakin, who has been involved
in a special Music In Education project with pupils from Bilton
Junior School and St Andrews Benn as part of his Rugby
360 activity. The project culminates in a special event at The
Festival On The Close which will see pupils from the two
primary schools playing a rousing brass fanfare to welcome
Michael Rosen to the festival stage.
Mr Foster and I have been visiting Bilton Junior School and
St Andrews Benn as part of Rugby 360 ‘Music in Education’,
with the goal of encouraging primary school pupils to pick up
music as a hobby, a new life skill, and to add extra variety to
their school day.
We've been working with over 65 pupils each week, all
learning to play a variety of brass instruments, including
trumpets and p-bones. They work as a team, developing
listening, co-ordination, and many other cross curricular
skills, including counting, all in a fun, inclusive and inspiring
environment. This ‘Hands-On’ approach gives them a real
experience and a sense of achievement.
Classes begin with breathing and buzzing exercises, with
notes suited for beginners, whilst encouraging pupil leadership
with class members enjoying coming to the front of the room
to lead rhythm games. We then encourage the students to
apply and combine these skills to play a variety of pieces with
backing tracks, ranging from classical to jazz and film music.
At the end of the year, as well as playing in school assemblies,
we plan for the students from both schools to come together
for an exciting, special performance in the Festival On The
Close, playing a joint fanfare for Michael Rosen!
I have thoroughly enjoyed working with these pupils, it has
helped me build confidence in my ability to teach and develop
my own leadership skills. It has been particularly beneficial
for me due to my aspiration to become a university lecturer,
so is truly valuable for my chosen career path. I hope that the
students will become better all-round learners through this
experience, as a creative art such as music will help assist
them in absorbing new ideas.
Leo Dakin (LXX)
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RUGBY 360:
STUDENTS’
PERSPECTIVES
For my Rugby 360 activity I visit Bilton Junior school every Wednesday afternoon and enjoy spending time
with the young kids reading, doing maths, and sometimes helping them with art. I feel that I really reap the
benefits and feel a sense of fulfilment afterwards and I hope to have helped at least a few children in their
day-to-day activities and lessons and showing support to them. It has been very eye opening for me and is
the first time that I have indulged in the wider Rugby community and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed getting to know
what life is like outside of Rugby School and supporting a local primary school. I look forward to seeing them
again on Service Day in July.
Charlotte Steel
My Rugby 360 is activity is teaching Spanish to local primary school students. We have two teaching teams,
with each team (of 3 people) taking on the responsibility of preparing 3 lessons per term. The lessons involve
beginner-level material such as greetings, numbers and colours in Spanish. We also tend to prepare quizzes
and games for the students beforehand, where winners get a prize (usually in the form of Haribo’s). The best
part of these 360 activities is when us teachers join in with the games that are played in the lesson, as that is
when students tend to become more excited and competitive. I am looking forward to helping to deliver some
Spanish workshops as part of Festival on The Close.
Omar Sultanli LXX
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Community science welcomes children from primary schools across Rugby to the science department on a
Wednesday afternoon. Sessions are split into Biology, Geology, and Physics. Small groups of Rugby students
assist one of the science teachers in running the sessions. From volcanoes to meteorite
density to leaves under the microscope, the children get a chance to experience a
wide range of science using specialist equipment and to learn more about the world
and the universe around them. It is a very rewarding experience, and the excitement
of the children is infectious. We will be offering Science workshops as part of Festival
on The Close 2022.
ABOUT
Issy Colbourne

RUGBY 360

The first
step in the
adventure
of life.

Call 01788 810217 Visit www.biltongrange.co.uk

CHORISTER
PROGRAMME

PREPARATORY
SCHOOL

We offer fun, family style
flexi-boarding from just one
night, as well as day places.

Come and visit our
‘90-acre classroom’ where
we make learning the
adventure it should be.

F OR BOYS AND G I R L S AG ED 3 TO 13
DU N C HU RC H . WARWI C KSHIRE

All the benefits of a cathedral choir
without the weekend commitment.
For boys and girls in Years 3 – 8 with
day, boarding and flexi-boarding.

RUGBY SCHOOL

B I LT O N G R A N G E

www.rugbyschool.co.uk

www.biltongrange.co.uk

Evensong at 6pm in Rugby School Chapel on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, term time.
And in Bilton Grange Chapel at 5.30pm
Mondays and Tuesdays. All welcome.

“WRITING
IS LIKE A
SAUSAGE
MACHINE...”
A Q&A WITH HORRIBLE HISTORIES
AUTHOR TERRY DEARY
BY DIANE PARKES

When you wrote your first Horrible
Histories did you ever imagine the idea
would go on to be so successful?
Yes, I think most authors believe their
work will be a huge success even though
most books disappear from print after
a couple of months. It’s that hope that
keeps us going. When I wrote my very
first fiction book 44 years ago my
publisher said, ‘writing is like a sausage
machine and you have to keep stuffing
in at one end so something comes out
the other end – it is like a process’. I
kept writing book after book – fifty
fiction titles before HH came along - but
I never imagined I would have a series
which would become first of all iconic
and secondly that would still be selling
more than 28 years later. Roald Dahl
has managed that, but I can’t think of
anyone else who is still selling so well.
What usually happens is that people have
sensational ideas and they sell really well
for a while but they do tend to come and
go. It is a shame you can’t predict which
are the ones that will last!
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A Q&A WITH
TERRY DEARY

What do you believe is behind the
popularity of Horrible Histories?
Nobody had done anything like them
before and they filled a desperate need.
There were fact books for children but
they tended to be written by experts
on the subject. They knew their history
but they didn’t have a clue how to
write about it for children. So with
Horrible Histories, instead of an expert
who couldn’t write, they approached
a children’s author who knew nothing
about history. I get all my facts from
research. I do my research and say ‘you
will never guess what I discovered’ and
‘phwoar, this is great’. It is actually a
simple answer. I say I am not an expert in
history and this is why they work. Down
the years people have tried to copy
Horrible Histories by doing funny fact
books but they never get it right because
they use experts not writers.
Why do Horrible Histories work so well
on stage?
We work really well as a team. BSC
actor/director Neal Foster is very
knowledgeable and experienced in
children’s theatre. BSC has been going for
28 years now. I have been a professional
actor for nearly 50 years. So, between us,
we know what we are doing. We are not
trying to write literary stuff. It isn’t the
books on stage, we are not determined
to be true to the spirit of the books, we
are writing for theatre. So it is fresh and
original.

So what next for Terry Deary?
The Horrible Histories books have been
published for 28 years now. Many people
who read the books when they were
young are in their twenties or thirties now
but still remember the enjoyment they
got from the books. For those readers
I created a new series called ‘Peasants
revolting ...’ They are a sort of Horrible
Histories for adults. ‘Peasants Revolting
Crimes’ was published by Pen & Sword
in 2019 and the second book, ‘Peasants
Revolting Lives’, appeared in June 2020.
If you enjoyed Horrible Histories when
you were younger you may enjoy these
adult books. I am now working om more
theatre projects, a TV series. In my hobby
of running I have done the Great North
Run half-marathon 22 times in its 40 year
history. I have written a movie script that
is being released for the 40th running
of the event. There are also more new
Horrible Histories titles rolling out.
After all this research are you now an
accidental history expert?
Definitely not. I know very little about
history because I can’t keep it all in my
brain. I have only got about three brain
cells. I often forget what I have written
because I can’t hold all those facts. I pick
up a Horrible Histories book, maybe to
revise it, and I read something and think ‘I
never knew that!’

For all of our events:

2023 BICENTENARY OF RUGBY FOOTBALL
Year of events to celebrate 200 years since William Webb Ellis took
the ball in his arms and ran with it on The Close at Rugby School

www.rugbyschool.co.uk/200-anniversary/
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THANK YOU TO
FESTIVAL FRIENDS

DINE-IN, TAKEOUT
AND TAPAS BAR.

ONLY
2 MINS
FROM RUGBY
SCHOOL!

TUESDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 4PM
AND SATURDAYS FROM 1PM
Plates and cutlery on request
if you fancy eating at the Close
or call in for pre performance
drinks and nibbles.
Ask for your table number
and order ahead (if you are
in a hurry) on our App
from the App Store.

CALL 01788565756
OR VISIT: WWW.LACASALOCO.CO.UK

CONFERENCES - WEDDINGS EVENTS - MEETINGS - SPORTS
FACILITIES - ROOM HIRE

As expected at one of England’s finest
educational establishments, Rugby School’s
extensive facilities are exceptional. Our
array of impressive facilities are steeped in
history and tradition, providing an
unbeatable setting for private celebrations
or corporate events.
Contact us to discuss your next function.

enterprises@rugbyschool.net
www.rugbyschoolenterprises.com

Manford’s Comedy Club returns
to Rugby, bringing an awardwinning live stand-up night to
Macready Theatre.
Visit macreadytheatre.co.uk
for tickets and more info
Upcoming dates:
Sat 2 Jul
Sat 24 Sep

tickets available from

eventbrite

iBeardclub in association with The Whiskered West Midlands present

THE 5TH BRITISH BEARD
AND MOUSTACHE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORED BY HONEST AMISH
TEMPLE SPEECH ROOMS, RUGBY, WARWICKSHIRE.

In aid of The Lions
Barber Collective

CAPTAIN FAWCETT PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE PRE-MATCH WARM UP... BOTTOMS UP!

FRIDAY
26 AUGUST
2022

THE MERCHANT’S INN
5 LITTLE CHURCH ST
RUGBY CV213AW

Northampton, who will you Race for?

Abington Park
23/07/22

24/07/22

Sign up at
raceforlife.org
Our Sponsors

Our Partner
Reg charity numbers 1089464, SC041666, 1103 & 247

STUDENT
VIEWS

WE ASKED SOME OF THE STUDENTS FROM RUGBY FREE SCHOOL AND RUGBY SCHOOL TO TELL US A BIT ABOUT
THEIR EXPERIENCE IN PREPARING WORK TO PERFORM AT THIS YEAR’S FESTIVAL. THANKS TO CHARLOTTE,
ELSPETH, GINNY AND NICOLE FOR THEIR BRILLIANT RESPONSES.

What creative opportunities have you
been working on for this year’s Festival
on The Close?
C: I have been working on two main
things: first our Edinburgh Fringe show
7 Seventeen-Year-Olds in a ScrewedUp World which we will be performing
later in the summer in Edinburgh. I’ve
also been working hard curating and
performing in a dance showcase; in this
I am performing a ballet piece and I
am also taking part in the Motionhouse
group. I will also be delivering drama
workshops to children from neighbouring
schools as part of the ‘Rugby 360’
outreach programme on the final day of
the festival which I’m looking forward to.
E: I’m involved in a dance show which will
feature the Motionhouse student group
I’m in alongside the professional dancers
from Motionhouse which will be amazing
G: I’ve been working with children from
Rugby Free School on a really exciting
project to create a piece of physical
drama and puppetry to accompany a
performance of Prokofiev’s Peter and the
Wolf with Michael Rosen.
How are they going?
C: I think that the show for the fringe is
going really well and I am very excited to
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perform it as it is a piece very different to
anything else I have ever done. In terms
of the dance showcase, whilst I haven’t
yet seen all the pieces in the programme,
I know that they are going to be very well
executed. For Motionhouse I am a little
bit more nervous as this is something that
is out of my comfort zone however I am
excited to see what we come up with and
I know it will be a great show!
G: The work on Peter and the Wolf is
going really well, we’ve explored lots
of different approaches to creating the
various characters in the story and it’s
been really fun to see the enthusiasm
and creative energy that the children
are bringing to the project. I am really
looking forward to seeing it all come
together with the English Symphony
Orchestra on the day.
How has being involved helped you?
C: I have really enjoyed working with
Motionhouse. It’s a style of dance theatre
that I am not used to and it is very
different to my usual dancing type so this
is a place where I have been able to learn
new skills.
E: The piece for the Fringe is a very new
and exciting thing and it’s given me
the opportunity to make really good
connections with people and I feel like I’ve
developed the skill of working with people
and as a team. With the dance showcase
this is where I have learnt leadership skills
as I have had to contact people about
doing it and get them interested.
G: Working with Motionhouse has really
helped develop me teamwork skills. It’s
also been really confidence boosting, and

performing in front others and devising
our own work has been great for meeting
new people, social skills, working with
older students, independence and lots
more!
N: It's a very fun place. We get to play fun
games before we even create the scenes,
and you make lots of friends there and
I enjoy it
Why are creative opportunities like these
important to you?
C: Things like this are really important to
me as drama is something that I want to
do later on in life and all of these things
combined are things that will help. I also
do this because I just love it! And drama
and dance make me happy – they are my
release, it is also where the majority of my
friends are and therefore I can have that
time spent with them. The experiences
also help develop other skills which are
transferable to our academic lessons.
E: It’s been really great fun and it’s
therapeutic!
G: Doing the Motionhouse classes makes
my Monday more enjoyable.
What’s been the highlight for you in
preparing for the festival?
C: The highlight for me has definitely
been the fringe play as I have done this
with some of my best friends and drama
is my main passion.
E: Preparing work towards dance piece
and meeting new people
G: That we are all equal, I don’t feel
embarrassed or out of place. It feels like
a team.
N: I’m just excited about the festival!

HIGHLIGHTS
FROM PREVIOUS
FESTIVALS

DID YOU KNOW THE FESTIVAL ON
THE CLOSE HAS TAKEN PLACE AT RUGBY
SCHOOL SINCE 2017? TAKE A LOOK
BACK AT SOME HIGHLIGHTS AND
MEMORABLE MOMENTS FROM PREVIOUS
FESTIVAL EVENTS.
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INDEPENDENT NATIONAL

SPECIALIST PROPERTY ASSET MANAGERS

SERVICES WITH TRANSPARENCY

SUSTAINABILITY AND

SOCIAL VALUE AT ITS CORE

HIGH LEVEL PROPERTY

FINANCE EXPERTISE

DESTINATION MARKETING

AND PLACE MAKING FOR

COMMERCIAL AND MIXED-USE SCHEMES

www.tandem-property.com
LONDON | BIRMINGHAM | LEEDS | NEWCASTLE

This Christmas
Stuff & Nonsense Theatre Company Presents

11 - 23 December 2022

Macready Theatre, Rugby

Suitable for ages 3+
This Christmas, prepare to meet the bravest biscuit of all time!
Run, run as fast as you can to see the adventure of the deliciously
smelling Gingerbread Man as he sets of on an epic journey of a lifetime!
Stuff and Nonsense present a brilliant mix of puppetry, live action, great
music, humour and a stunning staging of this
well-loved classic tale.

For tickets and more info
visit macreadytheatre.co.uk

OPERA
in Rugby
Random Opera Company presents

Bellini

La Sonnambula
(The Sleepwalker)

an opera in two acts performed
in Italian with English subtitles
piano accompaniment by renowned
operatic pianist

Kelvin Lim

Temple Speech Room
Rugby School
Saturday 30 July, 7pm
Tickets £30 / £15 (under-25)

Book online at:

www.randomopera.co.uk

Thanks to you
we've come so far.
And we will go much further.
Thank you for your support
Thank you Rugby School for choosing Cancer Research UK
as your charity partner, and thank you to all our wonderful
supporters.
Last year was challenging. The pandemic continued to disrupt
the lives of people affected by cancer and significantly
hamper our mission, our research, and our people.
A message from Trudy Stammer,
Cancer Research UK's Head of
Supporter Led Fundraising
& Engagement

This year is a turning point moment for CRUK – celebrating
our 20th anniversary and the huge progress we’ve made
throughout our history, moving beyond the pandemic with
the first year of our new strategy – Making Discoveries, Driving
Progress, Bringing Hope – towards our long-term future.

A future in which we harness the promise of science for everyone affected by cancer. While
we have so much more to do, we will work further and faster towards a world where people
can live longer, better lives, free from the fear of cancer.
1 in 2 of us will get cancer in our lifetimes*. All of us can support the research to beat it.
Thank you for supporting Cancer Research UK.
(*Ahmad AS et al, British Journal of Cancer, 2015)

Together we will beat cancer
Cancer Research UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1089464), Scotland
(SC041666), the Isle of Man (1103) and Jersey (247).

NMR

Macready
Theatre
OBS

Chapel

Temple Speech
Room

FLT

Collingwood
Centre

Tandem Outdoor Arena
(Main stage and festival village)

FESTIVAL CREDITS
Festival Directors: Tim Coker and Richard Tanner
Festival Manager: Dettie Ellerby
Head of Production: Matthew Gray
Workshop Coordinator: Sam Tannenbaum
Festival Steering Committee: Andrew Davey, Ian Foster, Matthew Gray,
Lara Hampton, Ben Rutt-Howard
Outreach coordinator: Lee Shepherd
With thanks to: Amanda Hunter, PJ Green, Kyle Arrowsmith, Vicky Henderson,
Rugby School staff, TT Group, Juice Sound Limited, Chartwells, front of house teams,
cleaning teams, security, teaching staff, Rugby School estates and grounds teams.
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